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Manny & Merle On Whiskey Row 

"Manny & Merle Magnificence"

Manny & Merle's fuses a touch of the Old West in the kitchen (with tacos,

guacamole and flat-iron steak as quintessential examples) alongside

strong select bourbons you could only find in a Kentucky bar. This honky-

tonk spot has everything, from amazing Southwestern-inspired food to

live bands and even a nice selection of tequilas. Throughout the week, the

bar/restaurant hosts live music and though many of the bands are local,

on occasion a national or international star will make his/her appearance.

 +1 502 290 8888  mannyandmerle.com/  mannyandmerle@gmail.co

m

 122 West Main Street,

Louisville KY

 by Eric Perrone   

Stevie Ray's Blues Bar 

"Red-Hot Blues"

Feeling blue? Stevie Ray's has the cure: signature margaritas, an

enthusiastic clientele, and some of the top names in blues music playing

every week. Go big on the dance floor and enjoy the tunes of a mixture of

well-known and local talent. A small cover charge varies by night of the

week, but Thursdays are bike nights - where bikers get in free. Some

guests may wish to note that this bar is smoke-friendly.

 +1 502 582 9945  www.stevieraysbluesbar.c

om/

 stevieraysgm@gmail.com  230 East Main Street,

Louisville KY

 by StockSnap   

Zanzabar 

"Since 1938"

Zanzabar is a local institution. Since its opening in 1938 it has changed

templates many times, but it has always remained a local watering hole.

The recent incarnation has it all, from old-school arcade games and pinball

tournament nights to local farm-to-table food and live music, things have

surely changed since those prewar days. The food and drinks are

outstanding, but a lot of people come just to revert back to their childhood

with games like Paperboy, Asteroids, Frogger and Donkey Kong. When

you add the live music, this version of Zanzabar appears as if it is the best

one in the last 80 years.

 +1 502 635 9227  zanzabarlouisville.com/  2100 South Preston Street, Louisville

KY
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